
IFEN HOTEL 
KLEINWALSERTAL
WORKATION & HAPPENINGS



But you see and say ‘why‘? 
But I dream and say
‘why not‘?

George Bernard Shaw
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Dear guests and friends,

Situated like in a nest, the Ifen Hotel lies in the middle of the Kleinwalsertal 

mountains and is your perfect and casual base camp for special workation

experiences, meetings, events or team buildings. 

We combine the spatial, culinary and alpine conditions of our unique high valley

in a tailor-made way for you. Lean back and let us take care of the organisation. 

We are there for you.

Sincelery,

Ralph Hosbein
General Manager
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Approach your projects in a relaxed and

inspiring atmosphere. Be independent in your

time and use the flow for new things together in 

the team. Experience the alpine mountains -

whether on a hike along rugged cliffs, on a 

speedy ski run or during a soothing massage. 

Treat yourself. You earned it.

YOUR
OPTIONS

WORKATION HAPPENINGS INCENTIVE
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A place that fascinates demanding alpinists, 

delights pleasure seekers and wellness lovers

and inspires relaxed nature lovers.

Casual elegance meets Walser cordiality here. 

Star-awarded cuisine meets relaxing me-time. 

The imposing mountain world of the Allgäu High 

Alps meets unique experiences. 

IFEN HOTEL
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THE IFEN HOTEL

HOTEL

 Situated in Kleinwalsertal, an alpine high valley, at an altitude of 1,111 metres

 Framed by the Allgäu Alps, the Hohen Ifen and the Widderstein

 Urban industrial design meets Alpine lifestyle - casual and elegant

ROOMS & SUITES

 125 room units (92 double rooms | 33 junior suites & suites)

 Areas from 35 to 68 m²

 Balcony/terrace, WIFI, TV, telephone, safe, minibar

EVENT PREMISES

 2 divisible, multifunctional rooms with 210 m² and 130 m² of space respectively

 Straightforward design - all rooms with floor-to-ceiling glazing and mountain views
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THE IFEN HOTEL

RESTAURANTS & BAR

 Kilian Stuba - Gourmet restaurant (1 Michelin star | 18 points in the Guide Gault&Millau)

 Carnozet - Walser Restaurant with Allgäu and Austrian specialities (Bib Gourmand |  12.5 points in the Guide 

Gault&Millau)

 Theo's - All-Day-Dining-Restaurant (breakfast, afternoon snack and evening menu/buffet)

 Bar 1.111 – Hotel bar including terrace

PURIA SPA

 Total area: 2.500 m²

 Year-round heated outdoor infinity pool (25 x 7 m)

 Indoor pool (18 x 10 m) & outdoor whirlpool (36°C)

 Mountain view sauna, hut sauna, salt lounge, sanarium and alpine herb steam bath

 Course & gymnastics room | cardio & fitness area

 15 treatment rooms for massages, cosmetics and packs

 Alpha lounger - multi-sensory relaxation lounger

 Brine sound pool

 Private Spa Suite with steam bath, sauna, relaxation area and massage loungers
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 Daylight | can be darkened
 Highspeed WIFI
 Air conditioning
 Projector & screen
 Telephone connection

Surrounded by impressive rocky scenery, every

project becomes a success. In the IFEN Hotel, 

steeped in history, spacious rooms are available

for a variety of events.

OUR PREMISES
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Salon A (65m²) Salon B (65m²) Kirchhoff (210 m²)



SALON A & B 

The two salons A & B each cover 65 m² and are directly adjoining a spacious foyer. 

The two rooms each have floor-to-ceiling glazing and offer a view of the Kleinwalsertal 

mountains.

By means of a mobile partition wall, the rooms can be connected with each other, 

resulting in a total area of 130 m². 
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KIRCHHOFF

The Kirchhoff room covers a total area of 210 m² and can be divided into two rooms of 

115 m² and 80 m². 

A heavy-duty floor is installed over the entire area, so car presentations, for instance, 

can be realised. 
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OUR CONFERENCE PACKAGES

MOVING MOUNTAINS | full day

 Full day room rental for main conference room

 Standard conference technology & high-speed WIFI

 Soft drinks and fresh fruit

 2 coffee breaks with coffee & tea and sweet or savoury Alpine delicacies

 Lunch as a 2-course menu of the chef's choice incl. mineral water and 1 soft drink

€ 80 per person per day

SUMMIT | half day

 Half-day room rental for main conference room

 Standard technology & high-speed WIFI

 Soft drinks and fresh fruit

 1 coffee break with coffee & tea and sweet or savoury Alpine delicacies

 Lunch as a 2-course menu of the chef's choice incl. mineral water and 1 soft drink

€ 65 per person per half day
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SO CLOSE TO HEAVEN

24 H MEETING SPECIAL

 Overnight stay in a double room for single use incl. IFEN breakfast

 Provision of a fully air-conditioned function room with mountain view

 Standard technology (screen & beamer)

 Morning snack with savoury and/or sweet Alpine delicacies

 Lunch as 2-course menu à la Chef

 Afternoon snack with savoury and/or sweet Alpine delicacies

 Coffee specialities, tea selection and non-alcoholic beverages "unlimited"  during the meeting and at lunch

Price on request
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Celebrate the festivities as they come. No

matter whether it's a family celebration, a party

of friends, a birthday or a wedding. In the

casual and cosy Carnozet or on the exclusive

stage of the Kilian Stuba. Here, individual, 

personal and cordial service meets the most

delicious culinary creations and fine wines.

HAPPENINGS
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An early morning sunrise tour and then an 

energetic start to the next online meeting. First 

use the flow for new projects and then dive into

the infinity pool in the afternoon. After an 

exhausting day, breathe in the clear mountain

air and go for a spin on the mountain bike or

get out of breath on a fast ski run. 

WORKATION
POSSIBILITIES
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WORKATION 
EQUIPMENT

Coffee machine in the room | Juice, water | Internet (fibre optic) | Height-adjustable

desk | Ergonomic desk chair | Lamp | Mousepad | Printer & scanner PC monitor | Office 

service (mail delivery + cleaning of the room) | Snack of your choice (small snack, soup

or something sweet from the pâtisserie) 

from € 149.00 / night* 

(from a stay of 7 nights | on request and subject to availability)

*Overnight stay in a double room for single use with office facilities incl. IFEN 

breakfast, incl. VAT.
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(Prices per night incl. VAT, subject to change)



The unique mountain world of the

Kleinwalsertal offers countless opportunities

for unforgettable memories.

ACTIVITIES
& EXPERIENCES

SUMMER WINTER
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Hiking. Looking out to the horizon. Climbing. 

Milking cows. Rafting. Mountain biking. 

Climbing peaks. Trail running. Walking. Making 

cheese. Canyoning. Conquering the

Breitachklamm. Sunrise tour. Paragliding. 

Breathing mountain air. Build a raft.

SUMMER
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Skiing. Snowshoe hike. Horse-drawn sleigh ride. 

Collecting icicles. Skating. Husky Camp. Ski 

tour. Snowboarding. Breitachklamm. Listening 

to snow crunching. Torchlight hike. Winter walk. 

Tobogganing. Cross-country skiing. Freeriding.

WINTER
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Since all our rooms and suites have a balcony or

a terrace, your stay will be airy. Since the

smallest rooms are at least 35 m² in size, this is

a testament to the generosity of our hotel. And

our 2.10m long beds guarantee restful sleep. 

ROOMS
& SUITES
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DOUBLE ROOMS SUITESJUNIOR SUITES



The elegantly and high-quality furnished rooms

with light larch wood make every room value-

conscious and modern with their noble interior. 

Choose between double room garden view, 

panoramic valley view, panoramic mountain

view, the family-friendly double room and the

double room Ifen.

DOUBLE ROOM
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The junior suites open up a unique view of the

Walser mountains from the large balcony. The 

modern rooms are designed with noble, light 

woods and colour-contrasting accents. The 

spacious living and sleeping area lends the

junior suite additional lightness.

JUNIOR SUITE
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The spacious suites captivate with their corner

balconies, which open up a magnificent view of 

the garden landscape or the valley. Modern, 

bright living rooms with cosy seating groups and

couch corners, as well as the large window

fronts create a special ambience. Feel at home

in the mountains!

SUITE
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In an authentic and noble ambience, from

casual to elegant and exclusive, you will come a 

little closer to heaven in our culinary world of 

experience. The impressive mountain world of 

the Kleinwalsertal is always in front of your eyes

and within your reach. Be it in Theo's, the

Walser Stube Carnozet or the gourmet

restaurant Kilian Stuba. Simply good food.

OUR
CUISINE
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KILIAN STUBA CARNOZET THEO‘S



KILIAN STUBA
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Sascha Kemmerer and Hansjörg Frick and their team celebrate great

gourmet cuisine with a depth of flavour. Cosmopolitan and a little

Francophile, without chichi - straightforward, unadulterated and

reduced to the essentials. 

 Guide Michelin: 1 star

 Guide Gault&Millau Germany; 3 red toques

 Guide Gault&Millau Austria: 18 points | 4 toques

 Guide À la Carte: 4 stars, 94 points

 Falstaff Restaurant Guide: 4 forks, 95 points

 100 Best Chefs Austria: 46th place



CARNOZET
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In the Carnozet restaurant you will experience regional Austrian inn

cuisine in the best sense of the word - honest, authentic, genuine. 

And all this in an urban alpine ambience, surrounded by sunburnt

spruce wood, with a blazing open fire and a unique view of 

Kleinwalsertal. In addition to the classic hand-crafted preparation, 

Sascha Kemmerer only focuses on the best products, which he 

sources from Kleinwalsertal, the Bregenz Forest or the Allgäu. 

 Guide Michelin: Bib Gourmand

 Guide Gault&Millau Austria: 12.5 points | 1 toque



Fresh, varied, delicious. From early to late. Even the morning

breakfast leaves nothing to be desired. Enjoy fresh egg dishes

prepared right before your eyes in the show kitchen. Taste a tasty

variety of regional sausage and cheese specialities. Crispy, local

baked goods with fruity spreads and jams. Fill up on healthy energy

with a selection of fresh fruits, vitamin-rich juices, regional dairy

products and hearty cereals. Plus a variety of exquisite teas and

coffee specialities.

THEO‘S
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2,500 m² of pure relaxation with a view of the rocky sea of the Alps. At 

an altitude of 1,111 metres, simply take a deep breath and leave

everyday life behind. Find inner peace and contentment in the clear

mountain air of the Kleinwalsertal. Feel the power of the mountains and

immerse yourself in the wonderful world of relaxation of our PURIA Spa.

PURIA SPA
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Your contact person

Victoria von Nathusius

Phone: +43 (0) 5517 / 608 508
Mail: ifen.event@travelcharme.com 

IFEN HOTEL KLEINWALSERTAL
Travel Charme Kleinwalsertal GmbH
Oberseitestraße 6
A-6992 Hirschegg / Kleinwalsertal

WE LOOK 
FORWARD TO 
SEEING YOU
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TRAVEL CHARME - offers extraordinary places

full of harmony and moments of happiness, with

enchanting people and special feel-good

experiences. 

Your contact person for all hotels

Sandy Thaler

Sales & Distribution Manager MICE

Phone: +49 (0) 30 / 42 43 96 – 21

Mail: s.thaler@travelcharme.com

Travel Charme Hotels & Resorts

Travel Charme Hotel GmbH & Co. KG

Wittestraße 30 L - D-13509 Berlin

OUR PORTFOLIO 
AT A 
GLANCE

FÜRSTENHAUS AM ACHENSEE IFEN HOTEL KLEINWALSERTAL BERGRESORT WERFENWENG

GOTHISCHES HAUS WERNIGERODE STRANDIDYLL HERINGSDORF KURHAUS BINZ

OSTSEEHOTEL KÜHLUNGSBORN STRANDHOTEL BANSIN NORDPERD & VILLEN GÖHREN
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mailto:s.thaler@travelcharme.com
https://www.travelcharme.com/hotels/fuerstenhaus-am-achensee
https://www.travelcharme.com/hotels/ifen-hotel
https://www.travelcharme.com/hotels/bergresort-werfenweng
https://www.travelcharme.com/hotels/gothisches-haus-wernigerode
https://www.travelcharme.com/hotels/strandidyll-heringsdorf
https://www.travelcharme.com/hotels/kurhaus-binz
https://www.travelcharme.com/hotels/ostseehotel-kuehlungsborn
https://www.travelcharme.com/hotels/strandhotel-bansin
https://www.travelcharme.com/hotels/nordperd-goehren

